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MODERN PORTRAITS
Demand the Newest in Photography
Harmonious Tones.

Artistic Lighting.

Appropriate Styles.

A. B. VOUK
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO

Wilson&Co.
. Women's and
Children's

Outfitters
Directly opposite Post Office
St. Cloud, Minn.
Always the Newest and Smartest
Styles in Wearing Apparel

COATS, SUITS
Dresses, Waists,
Skirts, Corsets,
Hosiery and
Under Garments
-

WEBER'S
THE NAME ON THE BOX
If that Christmas Gift is here it will be more appreciated, because the name
"Weber's" on the box stamps the gift as one of quality. It will pay" you
to inspect our stock of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Silverware.

••• •

Glasses today wiJI save the Sight of tomorrow
Postponing the day of havin£" your eyes examined, and in the
meanwhile having them under a constant strain, may cause a
permanent injury to your eyes. The eyes are too delicate to
be unduly strained and should be given immediate attention
as soon as they be£"in to annoy you. In all matters pertainingto the eyes you may consult

ALBERT G. GUY
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST

Better drop in today and let us examine your eyes.
Any broken lenses can be correctly replaced without the original prescription.
We £"rind our own _lenses accurately and promptly.

FRITZ
GUY'S
,
OPTICAL

DEPARTMENT

THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
FOR YOUNG MEN
Overcoats in all the new styles and eolors at $10.00 to $35.00.
Suits at $10.00 to $30.00.

FOR THE GIRLS
Beautiful line of new Coats in all the new styles at $12.50 to $55.00.
Specials in new style Hats at $1.98, $3.50 and $5. 00.
Sweaters at $3.50 to $10.00.
Hosiery of all kinds at 25 cents up to $1.50.

SHOES FOR EVERYBODY
Shoes for the entire family in all the new styles and right prices.
Comfortable Slippers for the home at low prices.

All lines complete throughout the house. Just step in and
see what we can do for you.

BARTH E -LEMY'S
DEPARTMENT STORE
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CALENDAR OF OUR BOYS IN MILITARY
SERVICE
151ST FIELD ARTILLERY, 42ND DIVISION
AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCES

Arthur Carlson, Battery D.
Clifford Rockwood, Battery B.
Malcolm Rockwood, Battery B.
Fingal Osborne, Battery C.
Raynold Scott, Battery B.
Merle Smith, Battery E.
CAMP CODY, DEMING, N. MEX.
135TH INFANTRY

Peter A. Batz, Co. I.
Mac Davidson, Co. K.
William Doyle, Co. M.
Thomas Joyner, Co. F.
Arnold Roeser, Co. F.
Fred Williams, Co. M.
Albert Winblad, Co. F.
CAMP DODGE, DES MOINES, IOWA

Lieut. Louis Bensen, 313th Engineers' Signal Corps.
Harold Campbell, Headquarters Co., 352nd Inf.
Leslie Caylor, Co. F, 352nd Inf.
George Cipala, Med. Detachment, 352nd Reg. Hosp.
George Friesliben, Co. C, 351st Inf.
·
Lieut. John Gale, Battery A, 337th Field Artillery.
Ambrose Gannon, Co. H, 352nd Inf.
Allen Hegne, Co. 5, 338th M. G. Ba.
Lieut. Almond N. Hutchins, Quartermaster's Corps.
Charles Levering, Co. G, 350th Inf.
Frank Liljedahl, Co. M, 1st Depot Reg., 163d Depot Brigade.
, Martin Schmitt, Co. E, 352nd Inf.
Herman Steabner, Co. G, 352_nd Inf.
Capt. Donald Stewart, 313th Trench Mortar Battery.
U. S. SIGNAL CORPS, LITTLE SILVER, N. J.

Otis Bosworth, Co. D, 7th Battalion.
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KELLY FIELD, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Henning Erickson, 73rd Areo Squadron.
Morgan Flaherty, 72nd Areo Squadron.
George Ginzal, 173rd Areo Squadron.
Hubert Markus, 73rd Areo Squadron.
John Vogel, 73rd Areo Squadron.
FORT SNELLING, MINNESOTA

Oscar Bergman, Medical Dept.
Lieut. Albert Bruener, Dental Corps.
Hanphyn Carlson, Officers' Training Camp.
Charles Harrison, Officers' Training Camp.
Hugh Harrison, Officers' Training Camp.
Sherrill Robinson, Officers' Training Camp.
CAMP SELFIGE, MONT CLEM, MICH.

Charles Lauermann, Areo Squadron.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Halford Price, Co. D, 53rd Inf.
CAMP LEWIS, TACOMA, WASH.

Delos McNutt, Co. C, 362nd Reg.
Ole Moe, 10th Battalion, 166 Depot Brigade, 40th Co.
William Moe, 10th Battalion, 166 Depot Brigade, 40th Co.
Gust J.Parent, Co. C, 362nd Reg.
CAMP SHERIDAN, MONTGOMERY, ALA.

Lieut. Walter Abell, Dental Corps.
ALLENTOWN, PA.

Walter Miller, Ambulance Corps, Section 568.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Lieut. Phil Oberg, Field Artillery.
FORT SHERIDAN, ILLINOIS

Roy Blattner, Medical Dept.
MARINES

Glenn Clark, Paris Island, S. Car.
Harold Swanson, Marine Barracks, 108th Co., Quantico, Va.
Merlin Crowe, Quantico, Va., care of Post Band.
Frank Betz, U. S. S. Florida, care of P<?stmaster, N. Y. Cit~.
,

NAVY

Ensign Guy Clark, U. S. S. Kansas.
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E xtract fr oni a letter written by Malcolm Rochoood
at Camp ll!lills, L. I.
My work has been very interesting so far. Ray and I
are both in what is known · as the Battery Commander's
detail. The work of this detail is to draw road-maps of the
roads the Artillery expects to use in occupying a position,
to draw contour maps of the country through which we
intend to move, and to do scout duty. After the Battery is
in position ready for action, we establish a line of communication from the Battery to a point from which the enemy
is visible. This communication is either by telephone, or
by sema phore signaling, or sometimes by both. Of · course
you understand that the guns are out of sight and two or
three miles from the enemy usually. We report to the officer
commanding the guns the movements of the enemlf and the
effect ·o f the firing. We also figure the range. The man
that does this work is known as the range-finder. I am
trying hard to qualify for the job. I'll try to explain a little
of this work by drawing
t:l.. ( ~ ) a diagram. A represents
· the enemy or target. This
is not usually a point. It
f3 is generally a section of
a road or a section of a
hill. B represents the
point from which the
enemy, A, is visible. B
should be visible from
the guns, too, if possible.
C represents the Batte1~y,
which consists of four
m
guns. The guns should
( ~ ) not be visible from A.
£)
~~ D represents the aiming
point. This can be any
point, preferably as small as possible and a long way off and
behind the guns. A windmill, a chimney, a water tank, or
something of that sort makes a good aiming point. We can
mensure t he exact distance from t he guns to the aiming point.
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The object in having the aiming point a long way off is to
make it so small that there will be only a point. Then we
draw a circle. The guns should be the center of the circle
and the point A should fall in the circumference. D will not
fall in the circumference, but the line joining D with
the center (guns) will intersect the circumference . The
size of the angle at this point of intersection M between
the line of intersection and the line drawn to the
enemy, A, can easily be calculated and the guns be pointed
in the right direction. This is known as the deflection and
is always figured clockwise. Degrees are called mils for
some reason or another and there are 360 mils in a circle.
The distance from the guns to the enemy is not known but
can be guessed at fairly accurately by comparing that distance with the distance from the guns to the aiming point,
D, which is known. Then one shot is fired long, or so it
will hit beyond the mark. The men at B report where the
shot hits. The next shot is fired short, or to hit between
the guns and the enemy and the men at B report to the
Commander ... The third shot is expected to hit the target if
the calculations are accurate. Each ~hell has a timing
apparatus on it and this can be set so the shell will explode
on the ground or in the air. It is most effective when set to
explode about two 'f eet above the ground. B reports this
also.
I don't imagine you will get very much out of this as
I know so little about it that I cannot explain it very clearly.
I hope to know more before I get out of the army.

JV artin Moe writes:
"If the war lasts all next year, there will be five of the
Moe boys after the Kaiser's scalp, and all of us expect to
go for a touch-down and to come back with a home-run and
final victory for hwnan-ity. The times are trying, but, after
all, the greatest thing in life is to sacrifice for the upbuilding
of good fellowship and brotherhood of man,-not only in
one nation, but in the ·world. The best thing to do is to
do our BI'T and the sooner ,Ye do it, the sooner will this
terrible slaughter end."
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Frorn Carnp Lewis, liVashington, cornes the following word
from W illiarn J.11 oe:
"Well, here I am. The life is 0. K. I am busy. I take
French at the Y. M. C. A. Perhaps I shall take German, too.
I shall soon teach in evening school. I've been appointed
temporary corporal. I may get into the band."

Extr.act from a letter frorn John Vogel, stationed at Kelly
Fielcl, 73cl Aero Squadron, San Antonio, Texas.
There are nine thousand men now on the field. They
are divided into squadrons, which consist of 150 men each.
Each squadron has its officers and athletic directors. We
get drilled about four hours per day in preparation for
going abroad. You see in case the front ranks are pushed
back to the aero field, everyone must grab a gun. From each
squadron, fliers are picked. I am in the 73d and so are
Henning Erickson and Mr. H. Markus. I am not doing any
work except drill, coaching football, and the daily routine.
I have filed my application for 1st Lieutenancy and a flying
one at that. Mr. Erickson has filed for a non-flying commission. We shall, if we pass both the physical and mental
tests, which are very hard, be sent to school for two months.
To be a flyer, one must have the sixth sense, or sense of
equilibrium. About 80% fall down on this last test. The
applicant, after being examined and found "perfect" is put
into a revolving chair and whirled in different directions.
The eyes are supposed to take a rotary movement caused by
some fluid in the ear. He is also made to walk a straight
line while dizzy, or stand on one foot and quickly touch the
end of his nose. It seems foolish, but careful tests must l!e
made to prevent accidents. I have seen many falls taken
here on the field not 1,000 feet away. Some of the boys are
working at the mechanical side of it. We shall be liable at
any time to fly.
vVe sleep on canvas cots which are covered by a mattress
filled with straw and we have three woolen blankets; but
we have to make some kind of a pillow ourselves. We arise
at 5 :20 by the bugle and are given ten minutes to dress. vVe
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all line up beside the barracks and have roll caJl. This takes
about 5 minutes. The calisthenics director then takes us out
on the field for a 15-minute period of exercises. Lately it
has been dark at this time and I am reminded of our northern
winters. After exercises we go back from the field usually
on the run or double time ( all in step 5 and have fi-ve minutes
to wash up for breakfast at ten minutes before 6 o'clock.
Immediately after breakfast, we must wash our cup, plate,
spoon, knife and fork and then make up our beds, and
"police" up or clean up all around the barracks and around
the mess hall. After picking up everything, we "fall out" for
drill on the field. Drill lasts until ·10 o'clock. From 10 until
11 :20, we go to school where we learn all about army rules
and duties of a soldier, signals, etc.
At 11 :30 we have dinner. ·We all line up and get our
food on our tin plates at the dumb wait er between kitchen
and dining hall. After diimer we have mail call. One of
the soldiers goes to the postoffice in San Antonio and gets
the mail. When he gets back he calls off the names and
hands it out. After mail call we rest until 2 :30, when again
we drill for one hour. At five we have supper and at six we
stand while the flag is lowered from a high flag pole while
25 buglers in a band play a long ret reat. (Reveille comes
in the morning just before roll call). vVe then haye fr1?.e
until 11 :30 p. m., though all the lights must be out at 9 :30.
No cameras are allowed on or near any camp and all the boys
that had them had to send them home.
vVe get plain, coarse food and ice water at any time. w· e
get coffee for breakfast, lemonade ( weak sometimes, though
cold) at dinner, and iced tea for supper. The first month
was a terrible strain on every one of us as we couldn't get
ice. I am beginning to like the life now since it is becoming
systemized. 'L'he Y. 1\1. C. A. conducts night classes for the
soldiers and I teach grammar and English comp. Mr. Erickson teaches geography. vVe are going to study French in
other classes.
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Arnbrose Gannon sketches life at Carnp Dodge for us:
vVe eat-usually too much. It's a rare occasion when
any table is left with anything on it but salt and pepper.
We sometimes hear a man say that he didn't get enough to
eat. By that, he probably means that he wasn't particularly
fond of the mess ooncocted. I have never left the table hungry
and ninety per cent of the men have me beaten in reach.
The government allows forty and a fraction cents per day
per man, which is sufficie11t to su'p ply wholesome and nourishing food without frills, or fluffy ruffles. Delicacies will
be ad(J.ed as soon as our company fund grows large enough to
support them.
After a day of drilling, everyone sleeps well. At least,
he says he does, although ever one claims that all the men
in the nearest bunks snore. If one chances to wake in the
night, he is likely to hear a newly appointed corporal anxiously bawling, "Squad, right, I say. Squad, right," accompanied
by snores in tenors, altos, sopranos, basses, some on minor
airs, some flat, · and a few with the pitch. If this be the
"Lost Chord," I am positive that it is lost indeed. After one
becomes used to the situation, he merely rolls over and joins
in the chorus, until a deep-chested bugler begins a series of
squeals, snorts, and blasts, at 6 a. m. Those buglers surely
do need practice.
We drill. The first day we went out, a lieutenant said,
"Attention," then explained what he meant, whereat some
took on the cigar-store Indian attitude, some grinned and
stood on one leg, while still others earnestly posed Goddessof-Liberty style. By dint of much talking, fuming, and expostulation, the officers have nearly made us look like human
beings when we stand at attention. Then followed a week
of marchings, facings, and haltings. The dances that have
been developed in catching the step would turn the Castles
green with envy. I don't know whether it's ambition to be
just a little bit ahead of everyone else, or the trait of taking
just one more when one has already had enough, that makes
everyone plant his number ten just one step in advance of
where it should be .at the command to halt; but everyone
will do it, then sheepis hly withdraw the foot and resolve
1
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never to do it again. Finally one gets so he can stop where
he should by throwing his arms around someone else's neck
and pushing him out of line.
After we became so proficient that we could stop and
start once in awhile together, we began the 'School of the
Squad. The School of the Squad, in brief, is seven men
chasing a corporal up and down the drill ground.. When
the Corporal says, "Squad, right," all one has to do is to
walk on someone else's feet, or to give somebody a shove-do
anything, but be sure to move somewhere. When the Cor- poral says, "Squad left," stand in someone's way. When
the Corporal asks what the trouble is, look darkly at the
man next to you as though he were at fault; and, as everyone
does the same thing, the leader has to "bawl out" the squad
en masse. When the Corporal shouts, "Squad, right about,"
if all are working together, we look at him in dumb amazement and stand rooted. He then says, "Rest," and we all
l'.est, while he explains the movement.
The rifles we; now use are for drill only. They are all
veterans of the ·- spanish-American War. Mine is two years
my senior. Their weight varies. ·when we leave the barracks, they weigh nine pounds. When we get back they
.weigh a long ton. This week we have been learning the
manual of arms. "\Vhen the Lieutenant commands, "Order,
arms," we drop the rifles smartly on our toes. At the command, "Port, arms," one throws his rifle in front and diagonally across the body, thrusting the muzzle briskly into the
ear of one's neighbor, and then is even for the toe incident.
The lights will soon go out; so I must hie me away to
dream of the day when I can miss my foot ,vith that rifle.
He approached her before my very eyes, seized her small,
white arm in his cruel grasp, jerked it upward, half around,
and backward. His other hand clutched her :fiercely about
the waist. 'T hen, his hands being thus occupied, he thrust
his forehead against hers, forcing her head backwards. Surely
her neck would break. She "writhe'd like a contortionist in
his arms. He commenced to move forward with the struggling girl. The 'b east! I start forward. Surely I can prevent
this murder. 'What! Music? Your pardon. Not a murder
-a dance.
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THE CALL OF THE FLAG
ELEANOR LUNDEEN

Oh, 1\fy people! On to victory!
On to win in Freedom's cause!
Stand no longer, idly waiting,
Crush the tyrant's unjust laws!
Help your brethren who are dying,
Homeless, starving, and oppressed.
Help to win for t'hem their birthright,
Right to live, by Freedom blessed.
Proudly over this great nation,
Cradle of fair Liberty,
I have swayed and sent the message,
"Freedom and equality."
I am ready! Hasten onward!
Lead me on into. the fray!
On to victory! Crush the tyrant's
Bloody, iron-sceptered sway!
Looking eastward, o'er the ocean,
I behold the suffering band,
Stained with blood is the horizonBlood, shed by a tyrant's hand.
As the eastern sky at morning
Casts the shades of night away,
So behold this bloody struggle
Bring the dawn of Freedom's day.
Therefore, onward! Oh my people!
Lead me on into the fray;
On to victory! Crush the tyrant's
Bloody, iron-sceptered sway!
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MY MOTHER
LEONE ANDERSON

W' hat wa s my mother like, you ask? That's a hard
question to answer briefly. Besides, no matter how extravagant I am in my claims, in regard to my mother, you will
make those same claims for yoitr mother. That is as it
should be, I suppose. And yet to me rny mother was the
most wonderful person I have known· She still is, for each
year that passes, brings with it a better and bigger realization of the wonder of her. Thinking 'back over the handicaps
with which she was encumbered, I marvel that she should
have accomplished all that she did. The truth of this grows
upon me each time I, with far superior advantages, stand
facing, and inwardly flinching before some situation that I
know she met and conquered.
Badly handicapped she was, educationally at least. But
mother's intelligent and delightful conversation upon current questions never betrayed that fact. Nor was her use
of English a betrayal. Indeed, the one fact of her fine command of our language, though she was a foreigner, has had
an immeasurable influence upon , the development of my
brother and me. Let me cite another instance in proof of the
high point that her self-education reached. In my methods
classes, the need of supervising reading, and of placing only
good books within the reach of children, has been laudably
emphasized. Ruminating upon the idea one day, I resolved
that all literature in the hands of my pupils should be most
closely inspected. I gave a sigh of thanksgiving that this allimportant fact had been revealed to me. The chain of
thought brought me to my own reading. Then I received
the first of a series of awakenings regarding mother. This
thing, so new to me, my mother had somehow known and
practiced upon me so quietly*and unobtrusively that I hadn't
realized the fact before! I marveled then, as I have marveled
since, at her vigorous ability to develop without the aid of
schools.
Mother's ltfe never was a path of roses. Married to a
man far older than she, and, in consequence, sadly often out
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of sympathy with her, with children inclined to be disobedient and troublesome, the wonder is, she didn't give up. I
can remember thinking, when a child, that not money, but
the lack of it, is the root of all evil. This situation added its
sordid detail to the sum of her woes. Not feeling her duty
done, however, merely by sticking to the ship, she thought it
nothing praiseworthy not to complain. Not even to us
children did an inkling of dissatisfaction come. It was later
when I grew more observant, that I read in the sad, expressive
eyes, and in the lines of the face, a story of a life which had
failed to bring the expected fullness. There only, however,
was the story to be learned. Life had dealt unkindly, but it
had failed signally to make her a pessimist.
Indeed, although the eyes were sad, she possessed a
deep, never-failing sense of humor. "One has no more fun
than one makes for oneself," she was, fond of saying. When
I got the blues, as I occasionally did, she would draw her
features down woefully. Then she would tell me, "You
look just like that-with a face as long as a fiddle." Frequently she would become very tired. Energetically and
entirely free of self-pity, she would exclaim, "I feel like a
dog in a well with his tail up." The effect of this remark is
indescribable to one unfamiliar with the Swedish. "True
wit needs the Swedish," she would say. vVe had many
household jokes, too, which obviously would have no point to
an outsider. Mother always managed to associate a fresh
incident with the stories at each telling, so that the oftener
they were told, the more of pleasant associations did they
call up. Somehow those jokes never became tiresome.
Mother was in her element with children. It was like a
benediction to o'b serve the quiet smile and the expression of
sympathetic enjoyment in her eyes as she watched some
hungry urchin reach eager hands for a big, fat, sugared
cooky. At times her expressive eyes grew wistful as she
watched some fond mother fussing over a baby. Lovingly
she would stoop, pick up the tiny creature, and hold it in
her arms oh! so tenderly and with such yearning love. Tiny
babies, usually far too shy to leave their mothers, came to her
instinctively. The severest cut healed quickly for us after
mother had bnndaged it and kissed it. Sometimes when the

12
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injury was slight she would say, "Now let me breathe on it
and it will be all well." This was said with an air of such
infallible belief in the efficacy of the charm, that presto!
when our eyes could leave hers-she seemed constantly to be
talking with her eyes~we had forgotten the injury. To have
mother butter the bread for our frequent between-meal lunches, changed the simple fare to nectar and ambrosia.
As we grew older, things less solid and matter-of-fact
than bread and butter lost their flavor if mother wasn't
there. A picnic by the river soon lost its interest for us, if
mother had been too busy to come. The days' doings at school
must be minutely related for mother's enjoyment. VVe felt,
rather than knew, mother to be 'interested. flometimes we
would come home to find mother gone shopping, leaving the
key in its accustomed hiding-place. My brother would run
off to play with the boys, , but I lacked this resource, girls
being few in our part of the town. How large and still the
rooms seemed! How loudly the clock ticked! Then, just
before I lost myself in an ever-handy book, I would try to
conjecture how it would seem if mother never came back.
These conjectures and the reality were, fortunately, very
unlike. vVhen . she was at home, as she most frequently was, I ·
can never remember an occasion when we were not more
than welcome to monopolize her time and attention. Because
of this fact, we naturally made chums of mother. Everyone
did, for that matter. Friends, passing the house, found it the
most natural thing in the world to "stop in" for a chat. I
think I gained more ideals from the every-day conversation
of mother, than from all the sermons and books that have
come withiii my consciousness.
·
Speaking of ideals reminds me of the time when my
brother's highest ideal was to drop out of school. When in
the fifth and sixth grades, he hated school. He just wasn't
going any more; that was final· At the end of the sixth
year he was in open, e?,rnest rebellion. He stormed, he
begged; he even resorted in his despair, to tears. But mother
laid down the law sternly. "You are going to school," she
said, and her brown eyes snapped, "until you are through the
eighth grade at least, if it tafres you all your life. Now let
that settle it." It did. Tom sulked all summer, whenever
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school was mentioned, but he went in the fall. He got his
diploma with the rest of his class. Meanwhile the school
authorities were trying to interest the pupils in higher education. Mother said little. But when fall came again, she acted
as if it were taken for granted that he would 'begin high
school. S.trangely enough, he seemed to think so, too. To
make a long story short, he finished the four-years' course in
three years, and this fall enters upon his junior year of the
engineers' course at the University. And yet we seem to
forget that life is a series of little things, and that the waY,
we throw our influence may alter the course of a whole life!
But if it seemed hard to convince Tom that he needed an
education, it was a Herculean task to interest me in housework. I gradually acquired the ability, however, to see dust
before it became too thick, and to see that the dishes I skipped
at one washing always awaited me the next time. To my
grumblings, mother would remark, "It's much easier to do
the work than to listen to you. But you must learn these
things !" vV ell, I believed I have learned them. When
cleaning my room at Lawrence Hall, now, I find myself
visualizing how it would look if mother had "set it to rights."
Space forbids my citing other instances of more worth,
perhaps, than these: that time when I was sick almost unto
death, and the utter devotion with which she nursed me
back to health, proving herself, the doctors claim, the only
thing that kept me alive; or that later time when father
became practically helpless, and the constant, loving vigilance
she kept over him in spite of her own failing health.
As I read this paper over, I fear I have failed in my task.
Prose and my vocabulary are at fault. Indeed, if I were a
poet, the most gifted ever born, the best I could write would
fail to do mother justice. People tell me I grow to look more
like mother every day, and I am glad, for in my eyes she
was beautiful. But the highest ambition I shall ever have is
to be, in part at least, to some motherless child, that influence
toward righteousness and virtue, and that sweet Spirit of
Love which to me spell Mother.
'
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HEARD IN THE LIBRARY
HILDA NOMELAND

I was in the library working on my next day's assignment in literature, when I was interrupted by a sweet and
polite, "Pardon me, but aren't you in my grammar class?"
I nodded a preoccupied yes. "vVould you min'd explaining
these notes to me?" proffering me her notebook. "I took
them down in class, but I can't remember a thing we are
supposed to do. Please won't you help me just a tiny bit?"
There was a decided emphasis on the "tiny."
I glanced at the few scattered notes, hurriedly jotted
down in her notebook, and looked up at her. "vVhy, these
notes are just the same as mine," I said. "Don't you under'sUand these directions at all?" I asked, as I ran my finger
down the page. I looked up at her, hoping to see a gleam
of understanding that would indicate further enlightenment
to be unnecessary. The hope of such a possibility was dispelled when I discovered her staring down at the hapless
notebook with the most innocent of pink, baby expressions,
and smiling in a sweetly puzzled ma~ner. "You tell me what
you think the assignment means. I'm sure I'll understand
it then."
"It means just what it says," I remarked dryly. "You
are to read the introduction of 'Humorous and Occasional
Articles' and the preface of Buehler, with an eye to the
meaning and punctuation of the sentences."
"Have-have you read it?" in an appealing, sweet way. I
melted; I could do neither more nor less. She was so pathetically helpless.
"Yes, I've read it. I think that there are more long, loose
sentences than short, periodic ones,-don't you?"
"W'ell, I should think there would be. Long, loose sentences and---"
"Compound," I prompted, "and not as much punctuation
as I had expected we should :find."
·
"Not much punctuation,'!. she repeated after me, her nimble :fingers making her pencil fly over the pages.
"Don't do any more, dear," she sympathized a moment
later, although there was not much finality in her tone.
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"Don't you just hate grammar, and Normal, and----everything?"
I nodded a rather perfunctory assent. Remembering
my still unprepared literature lesson, I said, "I'll tell you
what we can do. I'll copy my main points right down in
your notebook, and then as you read you can add minor
points. I think you'll have no difficulty in doing that." I
guessed that she still did not understand a single thing that
she was to do, and not caring whether or not she did, I made
no further effort to explain. She looked rather surprised,
in her innocent, baby manner, at my seemingly kind proposal, and, smiling her thanks inanely sweet, she sat down
at the next table to chat with one of the boys.
In a few minutes I had the notes ready, and she came for
them. "You're such a dear girl, and I'm awfully obliged,"
she gurgled. "I think we're going to be good friends, don't
you? And Im coming to see you real soon," she confided
warmly, as she gave me a convulsive hug. Of course I knew
for what purpose the visit would be made. She thanked me
again, very profusely and a little patronizingly, and tripped
out of the room.

MY TRIBUTE
J. FRANCIS LICHTENBERGER

I went to the concert given by Mme. ·Schumann-Heink,
October 11, expecting to hear the best singer I had ever
thought of hearing, and I was not disappointed. When the
wonderful prima donna came upon the stage I was struck
by her stateliness and majesty. She had not a beautiful
face, she had not a beautiful form, but she did have a winning
charm and grace. To me she seemed a superhuman creature.
The very first tones of her marvelous voice thrilled me,-why,
I do not know. I forgot to notice in this singer's art points
.of excellence for which I had intended to look, for the singer
and the singing excluded all thoughts of mere technique. I
was entranced and I hoped that .the singing might never
end. Mme. Schumann-Heink sang with such tenderness at
one time, with such passion of despair at another, and with
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such wild triumph at others, that every soul must have been
touched. During the prelude to "The Cry of Rachel" this
woman stood with her hands clasped, thinking, perhaps, of
the harrowing grief of a mother who loses her son. The
song is one of purest, deepest, motherly devotion and the
interpreter surely pnt into her voice the yearning pleading
that a grief-stricken mother feels. VVhen she sang the last
stanza and cried out in passionate entreaty, "Death! Let me
in !" there was such a pulling at my heart-strings that had I
been the grim monster, Death, I should have been unable to
withstand her plea.
When the concert was over, I left the auditorium, a
different person from what I was when I went into it. I had
been near Heaven.

MY COURSE IN BIOLOGY
GEO. M. LINDSLEY

The study of civic biology has given me more satisfaction and delight than any other subject I have taken in my
course here. My interest in nature's wonders was aroused
by study of minute forms of 'both plant and animal life.
A drop of stagnant water 'lvas placed upon a glass slide and
put under a high-power rµicrosoope. I cannot describe my
thrilling amazement when I beheld many and various tiny
animals darting to and fro among plan ts no larger than
themselves. I knew of mosses, I even knew they belonged to
the plant kingdom, but I did not know that there are many
kinds whose characteristics are as unlike as a rose is to a
dandelion, until I had collected from the woods and streams
specimens from several different environments and studied
them with the aid of a microscope. A study of the. adaptations of higher plants and animals to their envir,o nments is
no less interesting than the observation of minute forms.
Each species of flowering plants has its own ingeniously
devised plan for pol1ination by insects. For example, the
brightly colored flower commonly known as butter-and-eggs,
is visited mostly by bumble .. bees which are guided by the
orange lip to alight just where they can push their way into
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the flower, and in so doing deposit some of the pollen gathered from other flowers. Fresh pollen clings to the bee's
fuzzy body and is deposited elsewhere. No one could fail to
be interested in working out these marvelous schemes of
cross-pollination.
As a special problem I decided to collect weeds, and I
thought my collection would be very complete if I should be
so successful as to secure, mount, and classify twenty-five
varieties. I collected weeds in this immediate vicinity until
the last week of the quarter. Upon checking my collection
I was surprised to find that I had ninety different specimens
of noxious weeds and had by no means exhausted the varieties
of this locality. I collected leaves of about fifty native
shrubs and trees ·and scientifically classified tbiem; thus
meaningless scientific names were to me meaningless no
longer.
As a consequence of all this, I became conscious of the
many wonderful things in nature which are everywhere
around us and which I might never have appreciated had I
not taken the course in civic biology under the careful, enlightening guidance of a student of nature, Mr. Frazee.

A HASTY JUDGMENT
ESTHER WILLIAMS

Having asked one little boy to bring me a caterpillar,
I was surprised, upon reaching school the next morning, to
find that almost all of the children had donated caterpillars.
'l' he room was literally crawling with them. I had carelessly
neglected to tell the little boy to bring the leaf or grass on
which he found the caterpillar. Consequently our captives
had nothing to eat. Therefore, just before morning recess,
I suggested that all but two of the caterpillars be removed.
I also asked a little boy to bring in a few leaves and spears
of grass for the two remaining caterpillars to feed upon.
·w hen the recess period was over the sand-table was loaded
with enough leaves and grasses to supply a very hungry cow
with a hearty meal.
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Evidently the caterpillars enjoyed our society very much.
At noon, when I returned, they were all back in the room
again. Desks were liberally decorated with the brown and
black balls. The popular form of amusement seemed to be
to let the caterpillars curl around the end of one's pencil. I
immediately organized a Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Caterpillars. I was the society. All the caterpillars that
were visible were hustled from the room. During the course
of the afternoon, however, they continued to appear from
various hiding places.
Just previous to the afternoon recess period, I said, "If
you want any more caterpillars, keep them at home. Keep
at least a part of what you find them on. You must eat to
keep alive, and so must they."
After making these remarks, I personally conducted the
remaining caterpillars from the l'OOm.
Just before the close 'of the recess period, I looked up
from my work. Alice Gatchell was standing before me.
Upon seeing that she had my attention, she silently held out
1her closed hand. Slowly she opened the hand and discolesd
one of the long-suffering caterpillars. My patience was exhausted.
"Alice," I said, severely, "I'll see y,o u at four o'clock and
we'll talk over this matter of caterpillars."
At four o'clock we discussed the matter. I might better
say I discussed it. I spoke long and eloquently upon the
subject of disobedience. I told her how sorry I was to find
that she couldn't or wouldn't try to obey my requests.
I ended my rather lengthy talk by asking, "Alice, why
did you catch that caterpillar without picking up even a
part of what you found it on?"
Alice, who had listened to me silently, looked up and
gravely remarked, "I found him on the sidewalk."
Miss Marion White saw fit to change her name to Mrs,
John lVI. Herbert. Letters from her express great enthusiasm
over her three-months-old boy and the fact that "the little
son is red-haired like his mother." Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
and John, Jr., reside in Bemidji, Minnesota.
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EDITORIALS
BOARD OF EDITORS:

George Lindsley
Leo Gannon
Helen Brewer
Margaret Dunn
Dot Bruning
BUSINESS MANAGERS:

Otto Puff
Walter Kendall
Nell Hintzen
The board of editors wishes to express its appreciation
of Miss, Pribble's valuable services in securing the calendar of
names and addresses of former students of this school who
are now in the various branches of government service; and
to acknowledge its indebtedness to her, for the interesting
letters from the camps, printed elsewhere in "The Recorder."

BOY "COTTONING" IN OUR SCHOOL
LEO GANNON

No one but a freshman on his first day at school, perhaps
away from home for the first time, can appreciate the spirit
of democracy that exists among the boys of our school. Instead of being stopped and questioned, as he half expects to
be, he finds himself, at once, invited and appropriated. He is
a boy of the school. H e is one of the fellows. He has been
granted a citizenship in a little democracy.
There is but one qualification necessary for membership
in this boys' democracy; that is a membership in the school.
Nothing else is necessary. He may have forgotten to comb
his hair, or he may be addicted to the use of red neckties, or
he may have worked on the section, or his father may have
stolen a railroad; but none of these things will be considered.
There is but one qualification-a membership in the school.
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Should the freshman have literary inclinations, he will
probably make application for membership in that society
which is a beautiful expression of the boys' democratic
spirit, the Philomathean Society. If he applies, he'll be
accepted. What are the qualifications? No one will ask
the color of his hair. No one -will ask whether he brought
his clothes to town in :four trunks or in a red handkerchief.
No one will ask about his father's occupation, or his mother's
name before she was married. No one will ask whether he
eats pie with his knife, or whether he plays the piano. What
are the qualifications? There is but one-a membership in
the school.
I certainly don't mean that the formation of friendships
carelessly or indiscriminately is an,y part of this boys' democracy. I don't mean that slovenly habits of dress or ill manners are considered laudable traits of character. I do mean,
however, that the boys of the school accept each and every
newcomer as they were accepted. I mean that any boy who
enters the school is granted a fair chance with any other
boy of the school. The maxim, "Believe all men good until
they are proved otherwise," is safe to follow within the pale
of this school.

SCHOOL HAPPENINGS
WE TOO
HELEN D. BREWER

Whenever anyone mentions the Liberty Loan, we can
hold up our heads with patriotic pride since the Normal
School .has purchased a $100.00 Liberty Bond, the interest on
which, together with the amount at maturity, is to be donated
to the "Students,' Loan Fund." The money was obtained_ by
taking up a collection among the students and faculty. We
students, at least, were not l}ble to give large sums, but each
one went way down into his pocketbook, thought of a little
luxury he might forego, and brought forth his "bit" toward
the fund which went to purchase our very own Liberty Bond.
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IMPROVEMENTS
LEO GANNON

An electric warming oven and an electric incubator have
been added to the equipment of the biological laboratory.
Surely the names of these pieces of apparatus suggest the
divers occupations of the cook and the poultry farmer. However, inquiry has revealed the fact that the course in biology
will not be extended to include either of these arts. Neither
piece of apparatus is of the ordinary kind suggested by the
old familiar names. They are designed for the preparation of
cultures used in the study of bacteria.
Among other recent additions should be mentioned the
novel map display in Mr. Steward's room and the paper press
in a little room dignified by neither name nor number, located
at the northwest entrance to the main building. The map
display is a piece of apparatus which permits any one of
forty maps to be placed on display in an incredibly short
space of time. The paper press is a mechanical device with
which paper can be forced to assume less bulky proportions.
All of the waste paper from about the building is pressed in
this machine and sold.
Quite as interesting as the things we have are some of
the things we have not. For example, we have not new
physical and chemical laboratories. This statement is intended to correct a very prevalent but erroneous opinion.
Our native honesty would not permit us to palm these rooms
off as new, even if we did not wish to call attention to the
smart appearance a room may take on with the orderly
arrangement of its contents and the application of a coat
of paint. The large classes in physics and chemistry suggest
the influence of an attractive workshop.
Another thing which we have not, but a thing which we
may have in the future, is an arrangement whereby the many
geological, botanical and zoological specimens, now accessible
to only those who work with them, may be placed on display
so that they may be enjoyed by all. The plans for this
arrangement being, as yet, in the embryo, no details can be
given.
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HARVEST REPORT OF OUR SCHOOL
LEO GANNON

We are sorry that the exact figures can not be given in
all cases since the entire crop has not yet been threshed.
E. E. P. reports for the E. E. P. garden:
"A few bushels of beans."
This report is plainly an estimate. However, we assure
you the estimate was most carefully made by one who may
be said to have an intimate acquaintance with every bean in
the field. _ To avoid error, it may be necessary to say that
this garden is not named from its crop, but takes for its
name the initials of one who tended the beans from their
infancy.
Miss Oliver reports for the Y. vV. C. A. garden:
2 bushels of beans.
I row of potatoes.
The figures on the bean yield of this garden are only
approximate, as the beans have not yet been threshed. ·we
are happy to state, however, that the figures on the potato
crop are perfectly accurate. The seed for this row of potatoes
was secured. i-n a very interesting and inexpensive manner.
A number of the Y. W. C. A. girls, under the leadership of
Miss Oliver, invaded the kitchen of one of the dormitories,
gouged out the eyes of several potatoes, and departed with
the eyes. These eyes later became the seed for the abovementioned row of potatoes.-See !
Mr. Frazee reports for the Agicultural Class garden :
160 bushels of potatoes.
The work was done in the main by the Agricultural
Class under the direction of Mr. Frazee.
Mrs. Burns reports for the Shoemaker Hall garden :
Onions, beets, rutabagas, tomatoes, string beans, and
potatoes, the value of which is fifty dollars, have already
been used. The total cost of the hired labor, implements and
seed was fifty dollars.
The fall harvest of the Shoemaker-Hall garden yields :
7 bushels of carrots
l½ bushels of beans
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20 bushels of potatoes
12 bushels of tomatoes
30 dozen ears of corn
The year was unfavorable to the production of onions,
squash, and cabbages.
We, as an institution, are deeply indebted to E. E . P.,
l\'Iiss Oliver, Mrs. Burns, and Mr. Frazee for giving us place
among the food producers. We, as food consumers of the
world, are indebted to them for the food actually produced.

THE FARMERS' BALL
FLORENCE OSTERBERG

'fhe memory lingers yet. That parlor so destitute,
usually, of man, had for once a large and varied supply.
Towering above the merry crowd was a handsome Prince
Albert graciously escorting a sweet little Martha Washington
to the clothesbasketful of rosy apples, in the corner. Tiptoeing to the lively Rye Waltz with his S.cotch lassie in
plaid, was another gallant youth in an exquisite evening
suit. Hirams from the country coquetting with their buxsome frauleins whose pigtails were gorgeously decorated in
all manners and colors of ribbons, were as popular as the
modern "pinch-backs" gracefully demonstrating, in their
tight trousers, the latest Castle Walks. A comical fat jester
was amusing himself as well as his spectators by tantalizing
a haughty society belle on account of her very stylish ankle
watch. Chief Rain-in-the-Fa:ce and his tribe were a bit
alarming to the little girls in pantalets whose sole comforts
were their all-day suckers. A soldier and a sailor boy, always
so popular, were nearly smothered by flirtatious women.
Two fascinating gypsies, dancing about the room, made the
over-cautious papas and mammas run frantically after their
small children for fear they might be kidnapped.
'fhis event, with its medley of figures, its show of fashions of all ages-and no age, its representations of many
nations, of civilized and uncivilized peoples, its mingling
of the noble and the humble, its girls shamming as boys,this event was Lawrence Hall's famous annual frolic, the socalled Farmers' Ball.
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OUR NEW FACULTY MEMBERS
GEO. M. LINDSLEY

There are ten new members on the faculty this year.
Mr. Clarence F. Jones, a former instructor in the ,vestern
Illinois State Normal S-chool, has taken Miss Stiles' place.
Miss Susan L. Bryne, formerly instructor in the Manual
Arts Department of the State Normal School at Ypsilanti,
Michigan, has taken Miss Parker's place. Mr. R. G. Booth,
Mr. R. W. Hyndman, from Columbia University, is teaching
geometry and algebra. Miss Berenice Replogle, of Burr Oak,
Michigan, has taken Miss Parker's place. Mr. R. G· Booth,
from Columbia University, is teaching history and civil government. Miss Helen McGee, for.merly instructor in physical
education at Sioux City, Iowa, has charge of part of the
work in physical training. Miss Julia M. Mansfield, from the
Palmer Method School of Penmanship, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
is teaching-penmanship. Mjss Edith Grannis, who has served
as assistant librarian at the Mankato Normal ·School, has
taken Miss Liedloff's place as librarian. Miss Fanny Jodoin,
who had charge of the Normal School department in the
Little Falls High School, and Miss Virginia Willcuts, have
taken Miss Foote's and Miss Myron's places, respectively, in
the Training Sehool.

PATRIOTIC APPEAL
SIGURD L. JOHNSON

The patriotic enthusiasm which is manifested strongly
in our school has been engendered in no smaU degree by
the patriotic talks given to the students at various times.
Of the patriotic talks most heartily applauded by the
faculty and students, one was given by Dr. Magnusson, the
other by President Brown. 'L'he , theme of both of these
talks was "Making the World Safe for Democracy."
Dr. Magnusson made it unmistakably clear to us that
democracy is now hanging in the balance. He explained the
policies of the German Kaiser in trying to realize his ambition of becoming world ruler, and discusse'd the social classes
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of Germany. When Dr. Magnusson pointed out to us that if
Germany won the war we should be ruled by the German
military autocracy, I think every one of us felt more strongly
than ever before that we must make every possible sacrifice
to avert such a calamity.
President Brown told us what we might do to help win
this war for democracy. He urged each Normal-S chool
student "to do his bit" in the conservation of concentrated
food, by conforming to the wishes of the Department of Food
Conservation, that each have three wheatless meals a we~k.
He urged that this be a personal matter to each one of us
and that we should not leave this important duty for someone else to do, reminding us that this sacrifice is very little
compared with that of the soldiers. When President Brown
expressed the hope that the school act as a unit in this matter,
vigorous applause showed the willingness of the - school to
mnke the sacrifice.
After this talk was given many of the members of the
school showed their patriotism by requesting their boardinghouse keepers to serve, each week, a certain number of wheatless and meatless meals. In this matter of food conservation
no one should dare to be a slacker.
1

AN APPRECIATION
MARY NELSON

No other article could have made us realize how little
we really know about a subject of which we speak so familiarly, as the clear and logical paper on the cell given by Mr.
Frazee during assembly period a few weeks ago. Mr. Frazee
pointed out several interesting p11oblems concerning the cell
theory, which have their solution in the future. How the
protoplason of the cell can take non-living substance and
make living substance from it, can reproduce, can adapt
itself and co-ordinate, can do its special work,-these are
problems which will be the subject of research work by
scientists for many years. I am sure that I am speaking
for the student-body, when I express the wish that Mr. Frazee
will at some future time speak to us on the part played by
cell life in heredity.
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THE ATHENAEUM PICNIC
GLADYS ALGER

It was just dusk. In a grove 'beside the river a group
of girls were gathered around a blazing fire of fagots over
which hung a kettle.
"Let's initiate the new members while we are waiting
for the coffee to cook," called one girl. This was answered
by several gl'oans from the new girls. A group of the old
members pounced down on one of the new, and rushed her
off to a secluded spot out of sight and hearing of the rest.
One by one the others were carried away. The look of mystery which was on the face of each girl as she returned from
the dreaded ordeal, could. not be fathomed. After the mysterious work had been performed, we had our good supper
of roasted weiners, buns, salad, pickles, and candy.
In a cloudless sky, the moon had arisen, before we had
finished our supper. 'l'he fagots had burned down to red-hot
brands, in the dim light of which the faces of the girls ·w ere
hardly discernible. vVas it the moon that cast the spell over
us? At any rate, we became musical and confidential. In the
quiet of the woods, we sang and talked about,-well, what
things do girls generally talk about around a camp-fire?
Finally the brands had burned to gray ashes and the
lights of the city were plainly visible as we left for home,
singing. After many cars had passed us some one suddenly
said, "Oh if we only had a Flivver, we could ride along the
river." She was evidently pleased with her first attempt at
rhyming for in a few minutes she asked, "How is this?"
"The Athenaeums had a notion one day,
,
Took their lunch and strolled away
Across the bridge and along the river,
And all they lacked was a little Flivver."
!'hen the picnic ended with:
"Merrily we roll along, roll along, roll along,
Merrily we roll along~
'
Upon our own two feet."
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AN HOUR OF TRAVEL
HELEN D. BREWER

On Thursday, October 18th, the majority of the Normal
School joined Mr. C. D. Williamson of Washington, D. C., in
a trip "over the divide between today and yesterday," through
the Painted Desert, and into the land of the Ariwna Indian.
We watched a Navajo woman at work on one of her famous
blankets, we followed a forest of ancient pines to a petrified
end; we visited the Canyon of "Dead Ones" or Cliff Dwellers;
we witnessed the famous snake dance of the Hopi Indians;
and we came out at last on the edge of a great cliff to gaze
with the silent Indians into the glowing heart of a desert
sunset. vVhen the lantern slides closed with a view of our
flag and those of our allies, and the lights came on, we returned to our everyday affairs with a feeling of renewed
admiration for the never-ceasing wonders of our own glorious
country, and a stronger resolution than before to devote ourselves untiringly to the carrying out of the principles for
which it stands, and for the sake of which it has become
engaged in the great world war.

THEIR "BIT"-AND YOURS
HELEN D. BREWER

Over in France there are sick, suffering women, little,
impoverished children, and wee, innocent babies into whose
lives this war . has brought terrible hardship. They need
big, warm hospitals, tender, tireless nurses, and wise, skillful
doctors; and, besides these, they need clothing of all sorts.
They suffer from actual cold, these people; the little babies
have to wear their bonnets all the time to keep from freezing
-if they have bonnets to wear; the women are obliged to
wear the same ragged skirts for months and months because
they have nothing else to put on; the school children must go')
through the bitter cold of winter with no covering for their
heads unless they can get an American-knit cap. It is to
these people that France must look for her citizens of the
future but, without aid, many of them must surely perish.
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In New York there is a woman, great of heart and wise
of thought, who is soon to take a hospital unit of eighty-nine
women, with all possible equipment, across into France to
aid these suffering people. Her name is Dr. Caroline Finley.
In St. Cloud there are many young women who are giving
largely of their time and strength to aid in such work as Dr.
Finley's, and there are, working partly to aid Dr. Finley,
our own sewing classes in the Normal School who are substituting for the usual personal sewing the making of garments to go to the needy ones across the water. Miss Gleason
may well lJe proud of her girls. Up to the middle of October
they bad made four dozen "nightingales" or shoulder wraps,
four dozen bed shirts, one dozen large bed socks, ninety
gauze sponges, thirty-five abdominal bandages, and sixty
gauze compresses, as well' as four dozen fuzzy little kimonas
for the shivering French babies; and the end is not yet.
The small children, as well as the babies in France, must
be clothed. Our girls are planning to make over all the
cast-off woolen garments obtainable into clothing for these
youngsters. . .Any partly worn but still serviceable skirts,
dresses, or coats of wool, which you Alumnae may be able
to spare from your wardrobes or ragbags, if sent by parcel
post, to the Normal School, will be fashioned into little garments to relieve the sufferings of the small boys and girls
of war-ridden France. Our girls are surely "doing their
bit." Will you not do yours?

A LEADING SOCIAL EVENT
MARGARET DUNN

On Saturday of the second week of school, the Minerva
Literary Society \Vas entertained at the St. Cloud Country
Club.
At 4 :30 p. m., automobiles driven 'by Miss Jessie
Macdonald, Leone Cooling, Alice Jerrard, Margaret Hoyt
and Louise Leonard met at Lawrence Hall to convey the
crowd to the country. The ride out was uneventful but
immediately upon arrival the excitement began. Tire trouble
caused Margaret Hoyt to return at once to St. Cloud, lack of
butter for corn sent someone else to -VVaite Park hurriedly,
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and the need of an egg for coffee necessitated still another
girl's going to a distant farm-house.
Upon the return of the hikers, the rest of the girls were
called from the golf links to the river bank· A big fire was
built and around it supper was served. We missed many of
our alumnae and all of our faculty-members from the circle
and we all hoped that our next party might be on a day
when engagements did nO(t conflict. At ;about 7 :30 the
machines started home, :filled with girls very grateful to
Leone Cooling, Alice J errard, and Marie Leonard, our
hostesses, and to Helen Hill and Jessie Macdonald, through
whose menrbership we had had the privilege of entertaining
at the club house.

DR. BAGLEY
LEO GANNON

Dr. Bagley, in a delightful address to the school, pointed
out some of the opportunities for genuine creative work in
the field of teaching. He showed how the most monotonous
of routine work might be made interesting and really worth
doing by the teacher's entering upon his task determined to
teach the common, every-day lesson better than he has taught
it bef.ore. Assurance that the educational world is not a
haven for pedantic mediocrity, as Bernard Shaw thought
when he said, "Those who can, do; and those who can't,
teach," but rather a field of limitless opportunities to render
real service, coming, as it did, from a man who is a recognized
authority on matters pertaining to teaching, must surely be
encouraging to those whose futures lie in the teaching profession.
As has been pointed out to us by President Brown, it is
no little thing to have seen Dr. Bagley and to realize how
democratic and human he really is. What more pleasant
memory could come to one, cowering before the ostentations
of t'he world, than the memory of the kindly, unassuming
greatness of Dr. Bagley? This visit is one of the big events
of the school year. The tingle of hopeful pleasure, resultip.g
from his visit, still remains, and will exert a lasting influence
on all who saw and heard him.
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A PLEASANT VISIT
LEO GANNON

Superintendent Schultz and Mr. Maxson paid us a
pleasant visit. Both succeeded in addressing the school in
friendly and interesting discourse without taking the hazardous position on the edge of the precipice of success whence
so many speakers are prone to look back down the rocky trail
upon which we travel, and assure us that we are about to
enter a region frequented by avalanches of responsibility.
W:e listened to Mr. Schultz with admiration amounting to
awe when be claimed ( and there is no reason to doubt the
validity of his claim) that his musical abilities placed him
in a class with our own mighty Dr.1\'fa:gnusson. Mr. Maxson
offered us. some interesting th~ugh~~ prefaced by a unique
corroboration of Mr. Schultz's sentiments.
,
,,re feel that the visit has added to our lives, and look
forward w·i th ple,a sure to the speech Mr. Maxson has promised to make to us some time.

THE SALTO DANCE
WALTER KENDALL

"Did you have a good time at the dance?"
"I should say I did! Danced every dance! Couldn\,
help it with that music."
"Music! Say, it was wonderful, wasn't it? And the
decorations!"
"Clever, weren't they? . Mighty good crowd, too!"
Such were the expressions heard after the S.alto Club
dance which was held on Friday, September the twenty-first,
at Carter Hall. The party, chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs.
Hyndman of the Normal School Faculty, was well attended
by both Normal and High School students, who are now eagerly looking forward to t'he next of a series of parties planned
by the club. The Salto Club is composed of six active members, all Normal School students. 'l'hey will endeavor to
keep up the reputation established at their first dance by
making the ones which are to follow of even superior excellence.
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ROSTER OF LITERARY SOCIETIES
MARGARET DUNN

,VA VERLEY ....................... President, Edna Ryff
Red Cross work is being done this term.
MINE RVA .................... President, Margaret Dunn
Every other meeting this fall is being devoted to Red
Cross knitting. "Richelieu" is being studied at the literary
meetings.
A THEN AEUM ........... President, Gertrude Rubenstein
The society is giving all the fall-term meetings to Red
Cross work.
STORY TELLERS ............ President, Isabelle Skinner
No story-telling is being done this term as all the time
is occupied with Red Cross work.
PHILOMATHEAN ................. President, Otto Puff
Debates are being held on current topics. At each meeting a talk is also given by a member of the faculty or by a
prominent man of St. Cloud.
A VON ................... .... .... President, Ruth White
During this quarter the members are devoting their time
to Red Cross knitting.

THEY. M. C. A. AT WORK AND PLAY
IVY BLESSLEY

Sweaters, socks, wristers, bands, potatoes, beans! Yes,
the Y. W. 0. A. has tried to help dm~ing t'hese war times.
'fhis fall it is a common sight to see the girls with knitting in
their hands~knitting for the Red Cross. Besides this, our
Mission Study classes have been busy. Chinese clothes, samples of crochet patterns for Chinese girls, otos, and bandages
for the Chinese hospitals are ready to be sent.
While we have been busy, we have also had fun. Ghosts
visited the school a few nights ago, and led our girls on a
wild, scary march through the dark, ghostly library building,
through the gruesome tunnel, down the long, shadowy halls
of the main building, up the stairs to the attic door. There
they were given tiny candles and escorted to the terrifying
region of the attic, where marshmallows were disposed of, and
ghost stories told.
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THE PHILO FROLIC
"Hurry, grandma." A well-dressed nurse was helping
an apparently old and feeble woman up the long stairs leading to the auditorium of the Normal School. I followed them.
As they entered the door, I heard an exclamation of surprise
'break from their lips,-and well might they exclaim, for
before them lay one of the most incongruous scenes that they,
pro'bably, had ever witnessed. I am sure that never before
had I seen so many colors and such varied costumes crowded
into one room.
"A queer audience!" I thought, and looked toward the
platform. The scene there, seemed more familiar. In their
usual places, sat the faculty o fthe school. President Brown
was speaking but his voice was strangely unnatural, I
thought. There, too, were all the rest; among them Mr.
Steward, Miss Dopp, Miss Prib'ble with her seating lists in
her lap, and, next to her, Miss Kenely. I was puzzled. Why
should the faculty be seated up there in the evening and why
should they be facing such an audience? I stood just inside
the door, trying to get my bearings when Miss Cambell came
bustling 'by me. I dropped into the first seat, more to get out
of her way than for any other reason. She hurried on up to
the rostrum and made some breathless announcement. I
didn't lisfon. I was more interested in the heterogeneous
crowd about me.
Across the aisle sat a Chinaman and an old negro
mammy. A little beyond them was an escaped convict in
charge of a tall keeper. Clowns and witches were there in
profusion. Behind me a couple of Indian maids kept up an
incessant chatter unintelligible to a mere man like me.
"Such a crowd!" I muttered under my breath. The
Chinaman turned toward me and smiled, a very American
smile, I thought, for such an Oriental. I ventured a question.
"Say, what is this anywJly? "'1¥hy are the faculty up
there in the evening?"
""'1¥hy," he answered, "this is the Philo Frolic. That's a
mock faculty."
I looked again toward the rostrum. ·what I had supposed to be the rnem hers of the faculty were just filing down
1
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from the platform. No wonder President Brown's voice had
sounded unnatural.
For half an hour my attention was held by a unique and
interesting program during which I was dum'b founded to
hear the rich contralto voice of an elaborately gowned opera
singer drop to the familiar bass of Mr. Lichtenberger. After
several clever numbers, I followed the crowd to the lower
hall which had taken on the appearance of a carnival street.
"This way to see the wonderful swimming match between
two members of the faculty," someone shouted near me. It
sounded interesting; so I went in. A match was swimming
serenely about in a pan of water between Miss Cambell and
Miss Booth. For an interesting hour I wandered up and down
the hall. Everywhere I went I met some equally clever side
show. A pretty gypsy maid insisted on telling my fortune;
nor could I escape a noisy auctioneer and soon I found
myseH the possessor of an immense box which, upon examining, I found <:ontained a large quantity of crumpled newspaper and one, badly bent cuff button.
Finally I escaped to the gymnasium where dancing was
in progress. Not caring to dance, I wandered into the other
gymnasium where other entertainment had been provided.
Such might have been the experience of some uin'itiated
student had he happened into the Normal ·School on the
evening of October the twenty-seventh. The Frolic, given by
the members of the Philomathean Literary Society, was as
remunerative as it was unique, and netted the Society about
sixty dol'lars which will be used for some patriotic purpose.

THE COMMUNITY SING
GEO. M. LINDSLEY

The first commmi.ity sing for this school year, which
was held at the Normal School auditorium Monday evening,
Oct. 29, was attended 'by an enthusiastic crowd. Mr. H. C.
Ervin was accompanist. A special feature was a solo by
Miss McFadden, supervisor of music in the puplic schools.
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WHO'S WHO AMONG OUR "HAS BEENS"
Miss Gertrude Earhart, of the class of '93, visited the
N orma:l School one day of the summer session. Miss Earhart
is a graduate of Columbia University. For the past eight
years, she has been supervisor of the grammar grades at
Boise, Idaho. This year Miss Earhart is superintendent
of the practice department in the Normal S'chool at Bellingham, Washington.
· Mizpah has as its Sup,erintendent of ,Schools for this
year Mr. Halvor Graven, a graduate of last year, and former
editor of our paper.
Lillian Reinholdson ha:s left the Normal School to accept
a position as an eighth grade teacher in St. Paul.
Mr. Russell Hoyt and wife spent S,unday with friends
in St. Cloud one day this fall. Mr. Hoyt holds the principalship of the consolidated school at Birchdale, Minnesota.
Ralph Borman stopped to see his friends at St. Cloud
this fall. Mr. Borman is principal of a consolidated school
at Nelson, Minnesota, and is doing remarkably good work
there, we have been told.
Miss Hannah Peterson, who teaches with Mr. Borman,
also renewed acquaintance with St. Cloud.
Adah K. Boxell, of the 1910 class, has entered upon her
seoond year at t he Bible Teachers' Training School on 541
Lexington Avenue in New York, where she is preparing for
missionary work in China.
Ole Moe, of Archer, Montana, who expected to winter
with us, has been invited to the service of "Uncle Sam."
Zella Harland, who was graduated from the Normal
School three years ago, is employed as teacher of the fourth
grade in the · Lincoln school of St. Cloud.
"Andy" Moog is making his "debut" at the Granite Falls
Junior High as music supervisor and director of athletics.
Richard Rogers stopped he "eon his way to the University
of Minnesota where he is studying medicine.
Michael Batz writes from Medicine Lake, Montana, that
the vVest isn't nearly as "wild and woolly" as he had anticipated. Latin, Al~ebra 1, and Ancient and Medieval History
constitute part of his pI'ogram.
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Miss Christella Colburn fills a most desirable position
as supervisor of music in the State School for Orphans at
Owatonna, Minnesota. Miss Bell Siple has charge of similar
work in one of the graded schools of that city.
Mr. Roy Ireland is taking "long strides." He holds the
position this year of superintendent of pu'blic schools at
Carver, Minnesota.
'
Probably some Normal students of 1911 would be interested in learning that Gail W esseler is now Mrs. Milligan
and the mother of a two-year-old daughter, Elizabeth.
Nanita Wimmer is meeting with success in the Essanay
Film Co., of Chicago.
Herbert Nelson, our violincello player, has played into
the hands of the law. He entered upon the study of law
this fall at the University of Minnesota.
Miss Marguerite Ryan left the Normal School in October
to teach at Morris, Minnesota.
Mr. Wesley McQueen has cast his l~t, as teacher, for
the year, with the "young aristocrats" of the St. James
Preparatory School at Faribault, Minnesota.
Mr. Leith lVIcQueen made the Normal School a brief visit
this term. Mr. McQueen is teacher of manual training in the
public schools at ·waseca, Minnesota.
Miss Jean Bailey of the class of '93 visited the Normal
School during the summer term. Miss Bailey is at present
teaching at Minneapolis.
Mr. Elmer Hauge finished his work at the middle of this
quarter and left for Spicer to assume the principalship of
the schools there. Mr. Earnest Jacobson, who has been
substituting for Mr. Hauge, will return to the Normal School.
Miss Agnes V. Anderson, who graduated with the 1915
class from the St. Cloud Normal School, has assumed the
responsibilities of critic in the training department of the
Normal School at S.tevens Point, Wisconsin.
Donald Tibbitts is taking Leonard R. Williams' place
at Shakopee, Minnesota, as Manual Arts teacher.
Mr.
Williams, will join, in November, the boys at Camp Dodg~.
Miss Muriel Boss visited our Normal School during
"potato week" at Henning, Minnesota. Miss Boss is doing
first grade work in the public schools of the above-named
place.
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Mr. Frank Betz, of the '17 graduating class, visited the
Normal School, in full-dress sailor garb. A popular "middy
boy" plus a handsome attire make study a minus element in
an assembly of four hundred girls.
"Good luck to the boat
That will take you afloat."
Among the alumni members who attended the Salto
dance given this fall were Miss Grace Cralley, who teaches
at Little Falls, Minnes,o ta, and Miss, Pauline Schwarz, who
holds the position of teacher at Buffalo, Minnesota.
Theron Castner has accepted a position as instructor in
the Junior High at Minneapolis.
Miss Esther Johnson, of the 1914 graduating class,
spent two days this fall visiting the Normal School, Shoemaker Hall, and the St. Cloud Junior High.
Miss Mary Quayle has married Mr. 0. N. Bradley, a
captain in the regular army, and is living in Vancouver,
Washington.
Alice Henderson is in charge of a school at Cross Lake,
Minnesota.
Miss Edith Whitney, a former student of the Norma~
School, was a welcome guest at the faculty reception given
for the Normal School students.
Clifford Bemis made a brief visit in St. Cloud before
returning to the University.
Clarence Barr is attending the Agricultural School at
the University.
George Haskell has accepted a position as teacher of
manual training at Comfrey, in the southern part of the
state.
Leonard Larson, who was enrolled here last year, is
principal of the consolidated school at Priam.
Samuel Thorn was having a "rare and rolay" time conducting the twenty-five orchestras and all the glee clubs of the
public graded schools of St. Paul, when a "call to arms"
obliged him to discontinue his work as teacher.
The Normal School feels deeply grieved over the death
of Adelaide Allen and Bertha Praught, who would have
been seniors.here had Fate enabled them to pursue their work.

November days
When the haze
Hangs on woods brown and bare,
Chill and crisp is the autumn air.
Golden Stores
Hebe pours
From out her lavish golden horn.
The aged year to his close is borne.
-Anna Falk.

E. S. HILL, PHOTOS
We always consider the Photo wants of the students and have received
many new mountings for their special needs.
Our prices are much reduced to the students and our work is maintained
at the highest standard. But one quality and one price.

E. S. HILL
THE NORMAL PHOTOGRAPHER

Catering especially to the Normal Trade
Featuring Dress Shoes, School Shoes and Party Slippers
Our Cash System enables you to Save Money on Footwear
Bring in your Shoes for Repairs

THE BOOTERY
''Shoes that Satisfy"

516 St. Germain St.
F. W. EDELBROCK, Prop.

MINER THEATRE
115 Fifth Avenue South

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

ARTCRAFT

The Best of Pictures Shown Every Night
Prices, 10, 15 and 20 Cts.
Two Shows, 7.30 and 9.00 o'clock.
Matinee every Saturday and Sunday at 3 o'clock

FINE CORRESPONDENCE PAPERS
Ramona Linen per pound, 35 cts. Envelopes to match 10 cts.
Swan
"
"
"
35 cts.
"
"
10 cts.
Kara
"
"
"
35 cts.
"
"
15 cts.
Ivy Leaf "
"
"
45 cts.
"
"
15 cts.
De Luxe ''
''
''
.50 cts.
''
''
15 cts.
Highland ''
''
''
50 cts.
''
''
20 cts.
THE FRITZ-CROSS COMP.ANY
"LEADING STATIONERS"
11-13 Fifth Ave. South

TAXI SERVICE

,..

B. W. ,F EARING
PROPRIETOR OF

STAR LIVERY
TELEPHONE 56

Central Lumber Co.
124 East Germain Street

GEO. H. MINER, Mgr.

Lumber and Building Material
l Office,

TELEPHONE (

173
Residence, 632

For Laundry and Dry
Cleaning see
_ST. CLOUD STEAM
LAUNDRY
Phone 206

114-116 Fifth Ave. So.

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA

Most Complete Line
of Cut Flowers in
the City. Plenty of
Winter Flowers
!fhe Kindler Floral Co.
Phone 437

